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Abstract 
This paper introduces cyclotomic and quadratic fields and explores some of 
their properties and applications to problems in number theory. After some 
preliminary definitions and theorems, the paper looks at the relationship be-
tween quadratic and cyclotomic fields, at Kummer's lemma on units in the 
pth cyclotomic field, and at the Quadratic Reciprocity Law and its applica-
tions to diophantine equations. 
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1 FERMAT'S LAST THEOREM 
Fermat's last theorem, or actually, his unproven conjecture, is that there are 
no solutions in the integers for the equation xn + yn = zn when n is greater 
than 2 and x, y, and z are not all equal to zero. It is not difficult to show 
that there are no solutions for the equation when n = 4 or when n is any 
multiple of 4. If we can also show that there are no solutions to this equation 
when n is an odd prime p, we can show that there are no solutions when n 
is a multiple of p. This would prove Fermat's conjecture. 
We begin by assuming that there is a non-trivial integer solution x, y, z 
for xP + yP = zP. One of the cases to consider is that p does not divide x, y, 
or z. Factoring xP + yP = zP gives: 
where w is the pth root of unity e21ri!P. This is true because the roots of the 
polynomial tP - 1 are 1, w, w2, ... , wP-1. Therefore, 
Substituting -xfy = t gives: 
-xfy- 1 = ( -xfy- 1)( -xfy- w)( -xfy- w2 ) • • • ( -xfy- wP-1) 
Multiplying by yP and distributing one y in each of the p factors on the right 
side of the equation gives: 
-xP- yP = ( -x- y)( -x- yw)( -x- yw2) · · · ( -x- ywP-1) 
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Multiplying by -1 and substituting xP + yP = zP gives: 
where w is the pth root of unity e27fi/v. Now we would hope to establish a 
contradiction by showing that this factorization cannot occur in a subring of 
the field Q[w], which is called the pth cyclotomic field. This motivates our 
investigations. 
In this paper we will study cyclotomic and quadratic fields. Section 2 gives 
definitions and basic results regarding cyclotomic and quadratic fields, Sec-
tion 3 investigates the relationship between these two types of fields, Section 
4 develops Kummer's lemma on units in the pth cyclotomic field, Section 5 
presents the Quadratic Reciprocity Law, and Section 6 applies the Quadratic 
Reciprocity Law to Diophantine Equations. 
2 CYCLOTOMIC AND QUADRATIC FIELDS 
Definition 2.1 a is an algebraic integer iff a is a root of some monic poly-
nomial with coefficients in Z. 
A monic polynomial is a polynomial with 1 as its leading coefficient. So, 
for example, w = e21ri{p is a root of xP- 1, sow is an algebraic integer. 
Theorem 2.1 If a is an algebraic integer, and f is the monic polynomial in 
Z[x] of least degree with a as a root, then f is irreducible over Q. 
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In order to prove this Theorem, we need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 GAUSS' LEMMA 
Iff is a monic polynomial in Z[x] and f = gh, where g and h are monic 
polynomials in Q[x], then g and h are polynomials in Z[x]. 
PROOF OF LEMMA: 
Let m be the smallest positive integer so that mg is an element of Z[x], 
and let n be the smallest positive integer so that nh is an element of Z[x]. 
Write g as lxt + gt-lXt-l + · · · + g1x +go and consider the coefficients of 
mg, which are m, mgt-b ... , mg~, mg0 • Suppose that these coefficients have a 
common factors, and write the coefficients as sm', s(mgt-d, ... 's(mgl)', s(mgo)', 
where (mgi)' is an integer. Then, substituting these new coefficients into g, 
and cancelling the s, we see that there exists an m' less than m so that m' g 
is an element of Z[x]. This contradicts the minimality of m, and therefore, 
the coefficients of mg have no common factors. We can make the same ar-
gument for the coefficients of nh. Now, we want to show that m = n = 1. 
We will suppose that mn is greater than 1, and consider a prime p so that p 
divides mn. So, mnf = (mg)(nh). We will consider this equation taking the 
coefficients of the polynomials mod p. This means that this is now a problem 
in Zp[x], and we get 0 = (mg)(nh). Since Zp is an integral domain, there 
are no zero divisors, so mg = 0 or nh = 0. But this implies that all of the 
coefficients of either mg or nh are divisible by p, which is a contradiction, so 
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mn = 1, and m = n = 1. Since mg and nh are in Z[x], and m and n are 1, 
then g and h are in Z[x]. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM: 
We know that f is a monic polynomial over Z of least degree with a as 
a root. Suppose that f is reducible, so f = gh, where g and h are monic 
polynomials in Q[x]. From Lemma 2.1, g and h are elements of Z[x]. We 
know that a is a root off, so f(a) = 0. Therefore, (g * h)(a) = 0, so either 
g(a) of h(a) is 0, and a is the root of a monic polynomial over Z that has 
degree less than the degree of f. Since f is the polynomial over Z of least 
degree with a as a root, this is a contradiction, and f is irreducible. Since f 
is monic it is the minimal polynomial. 0 
Corollary 2.1 The only algebraic integers in Q are the ordinary integers. 
PROOF: 
Let a be any algebraic integer in Q. There exists an irreducible monic 
polynomial in Z[x] so that f(a) = 0. Let f(x) = xn+ fn-lxn-l+· · ·+ ftx+ fo. 
Suppose that a = ajb, where a/b is a non-integer element of Q. Then 
f(x) = (x- afb)g(x), which contradicts the irreducibility of f. Therefore, 
f = x- fo, so f(a) =a- fo = 0, and a= fo, so a is an integer. 0 
Definition 2.2 An extension field of Q, K = Q[a], is a number field. 
Definition 2.3 The set of algebraic integers in a number field is a number ring, 
which is closed under addition and multiplication. 
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Now we will determine the set of algebraic integers in the field, Q[Vm] = 
{a+ b.fiii: a,b E Q}. 
Definition 2.4 If m is an integer, not a perfect square, then Q[Vm] is a 
quadratic field. 
Corollary 2.2 If m is a squarefree integer, then the algebraic integers in 
Q[Vm] are {a+ bvfrri: a,b E Z} ifm = 2 or 3 (mod 4), or 
{a+;vm: a,b E Z,a = b {mod 2}} ifm = 1 {mod 4). 
PROOF: 
Let a= r+sJffi, rands in Q. If sis non-zero, then the monic irreducible 
polynomial over Q with a as a root is x2 - 2rx + r2 - ms2 (This can be verified 
by substituting a in for x, and reducing until it equals 0). From Theorem 2.1, 
a is an algebraic integer iff the coefficients of this polynomial are integers, so 
let 2r and r 2 - ms2 be integers. For the first case, suppose r is an integer, 
then 2r is an integer, and since m is squarefree, s must be an integer for 
r 2 - ms2 to be an integer. In this case, rands are both integers. For second 
case, suppose r = z/2 where x is odd. 2r = z is an integer. Now, we want 
z;- ms2 to be an integer. We can write this as z2 -!ms2 , and for this to be an 
integer, z2 = 4ms2 = 0 (mod 4). Since z is odd, z2 is odd. This implies that 
4ms2 is odd, so lets= y/2. This gives z2 - my2 = 0 (mod 4). Now consider 
the possibilities form (mod 4). If m = 3 (mod 4), then z2 - my2 = z2 + y2 = 
0 (mod 4). This is impossible because z2 is odd, so it must be congruent to 1 
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(mod 4), and nothing squares to 3 (mod 4) to add to 1 to make it congruent 
to 0. If m = 2 (mod 4), then we have z2 + 2y2 = 0 (mod 4), this is also 
impossible because z2 is odd, but 2y2 is even. If m = 1 (mod 4), then we 
have z2 + 3y2 = 0 (mod 4). This case holds, and z andy are both odd, so 
z = y (mod 2). If m = 0 (mod 4) then m is not a squarefree integer. 
So the conclusion is that a = c+~#: z, y integers, z = y (mod 2)} if 
m = 1 (mod 4), from the second case of the proof, and a= {r + s.jiii: r, s 
integers} if m = 2 or 3 (mod 4), from the first case of the proof. 0 
Now we will state the set of algebraic integers in yet another field, Q[w], 
where w = e21ri/m. Q[w] = {ao + a1w + ... + am-2wm-2 : ai E Q}. 
Definition 2.5 Q[w] where w = e27ri/m is the mth cyclotomic field. 
Theorem 2.2 The set of algebraic integers in Q[w] are the elements of Z[w]. 
MORE ABOUT QUADRATIC FIELDS 
The quadratic fields, Q[Vm], where m is squarefree, are distinct. If m is 
not squarefree, let m = n * n * q, so .jiii = JiiJQ = nvq. Then Q[Vm] = 
Q[nJQ] = Q[vq]. So for fields Q[Vm] where m is not squarefree, the Q[Vm] 
are not distinct. 
The fields Q[Vm] where m is greater than 0 are the real quadratic fields, 
and where m is less than 0, they are the imaginary quadratic fields. For the 
imaginary quadratic field, Q[i] = Q[FI], since we can write i = cos(7r/2) 
+ isin(7r/2) = e21ril4, Q[i] is the 4th cyclotomic field. Also, for Q[yC3) = 
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Q[iJ3], cos(27r/3) + isin(27r/3) = (1/2)( -1 + iv'3), so Q[J=3] is the 3rd 
cyclotomic field. 
MORE ABOUT CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS 
If m is odd, the mth cyclotomic field is the same as the 2mth cyclotomic 
field. If w = e21fi/2m then w = -wm+l. Since m is odd, m + 1 is even, 
so there exists an integer n, so that 2 * n = m + 1. Now, w = -wm+l = 
-w2n = -(w2 )n. w is an element of Q[w2], so Q[w] is contained in Q[w2]. And 
since w2 is an element of Q[w], Q[w2] is contained in Q[w]. So Q[w] = Q[w2], 
and Q[e21fi/2m] = Q[e21fi*212m] = Q[e21fi/m]. Therefore, for odd m, the mth 
cyclotomic field is equal to the 2mth cyclotomic field. 
We want to consider the conjugates of w when w = e21fi/m. 
Definition 2.6 The algebraic conjugates of a are the roots of the irreducible 
polynomial for a over Q. 
The conjugates of w are mth roots of 1, but not nth roots of 1, for any 
n less than m, because this irreducible polynomial must divide xm- 1, but 
cannot divide xn- 1, since wn =/: 1. The conjugates of w are roots of the same 
irreducible polynomial as w, so they are also roots of xm - 1, which means 
that (conjugate of w )m - 1 = 0, but (conjugate of w )n - 1 =/- 0, so (conjugate 
of w)n =/: 1. Therefore, the conjugates of w are mth roots of 1, but not nth 
roots of 1. 
What are the possibilities for the conjugates of w? They are a subset 
of the roots of xm - 1. Therefore, the conjugates of w are a subset of the 
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set 1,w,w2, ••• ,wm-l. First, we will consider the wk where k is between and 
including 1 and m, and where k and m are relatively prime. In this case, 
wk = e21rikjm. Since m and k have no common factors, ( e21rikjm )m = 1, and 
(e21fikfm)n =/= 1 for any n less than m. So wk is an mth root of one, but not 
an nth root of 1. Therefore, it could be a conjugate of w. If k and m are 
not relatively prime, then there exists a j so that m = jn and k = js. So, 
e21rikjm = e21ris!n. Now, (e27ri,/n)n = 1 so, in this case, wk is an nth root of 1 
for n less than m, and it cannot be a conjugate of w. 
Theorem 2.3 All wk, 1 ~ k ~ m, where k and m are relatively prime, are 
conjugates of w. 
PROOF: 
It is important to note that when we have integers k and m so that k is 
between and including 1 and m and k does not divide m, there is always a 
prime p so that pk = 1 (mod m). We can see that this is true by considering 
a set K, whose elements are k, 2k, 3k, ... , mk. Since k is relatively prime to 
m, this set will include all elements of Zm. Therefore, there is an element 
of K, called xk, so that xk = 1 (mod m). If x is prime, then call it p, and 
we have a p so that pk = 1 (mod m). If x is not prime, then, by Dirichlet's 
Theorem on Primes in an Arithmetic Progression, there exists an s so that 
x + sm is prime in Z, so let p = x + sm, p = x (mod m), and then we have a 
p so that pk = 1 (mod m). This .implies that if wk = 0, then ()P = wPk = w. 
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an+l are congruent to 0 (mod p), and if p does not divide an+l, then following 
the same argument as in the case where n = 1, a:+l = an+l· This implies 
that (in+I(x))P = (in(x))P+an+lxpn+p in Zp, which we have already shown is 
equal to in+I(xP). This completes the proof by induction of j(xP) = (j(x))P. 
So, ](x) divides (g(x))P, which implies that ](x) and g(x) have a common 
factor, h in Zv[x]. Therefore, h2(x) divides /(x)g(x), which equals xm -
1. This implies that h divides (xm - 1)'. This is true because there is a 
polynomial r(x) so that h2(x)r(x) = xm - 1 and differentiating both sides 
gives h2(x)r'(x) + 2h(x)h'(x)r(x) = (xm - 1)'. By factoring out an h(x), 
h(x)[h(x)r'(x) + 2h'(x)r(x)] = (xm - 1)'. So, h divides (xm - 1)', and h 
divides mxm-l where m = m (mod p). Since p does not divide m, m =/:. 0, so 
h(x) = sxr, because Zv[x] is a UFD. But, since h divides/, h divides xm -1, 
and sxr divides xm - 1 which is a contradiction. So, ()P is not a root of g, 
and therefore, {)P is a root of f, the irreducible monic polynomial for () over 
Q. This implies that ()Pis a conjugate of 0, and that w is a conjugate of wk. 
0 
Corollary 2.3 Q[w] has degree <P(m) over Q. 
PROOF: 
<P(m) = l{k: (k,m) = 1,1::; k::; m}l. 
wk is a conjugate of w for every k in <P(m), sow has <P(m) conjugates. 
Therefore, the irreducible polynomial for w over Q has <P(m) roots, so Q[w] 
has degree <P( m) over Q. 0 
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Corollary 2.4 The Galois group of Q[w] over Q is isomorphic to the mulit-
plicative group of units mod m: 
z~ = { k : ( k' m) = 1' 1 ~ k ~ m}. 
For each k in Z~, the corresponding automorphism in the Galois group 
sends w to wk. 
PROOF: 
An automorphism of Q[w] is uniquely determined by the image of w, which 
must map to one of its conjugates, an wk. Therefore, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the Galois group of automorphisms and elements of 
Z~. So, there exists an automorphism for each kin Z~ that maps w to wk. 
The composition of automorphisms corresponds to multiplication mod m. 
We can see that if we have 0 and a, automorphisms of Q[w], that map w to 
wk1 and wk2 , respectively, then the composition of 0 and a is an automorphism 
of Q [w] that maps w to wk1 k2 • k1 k2 is relatively prime to m, so k1 k2 (mod m) 
is an element of Z~, so there exists a J-l, element of the Galois group so that 
J-l( w) = wk1 k2 , and J-l = the composition of 0 and a. D 
Corollary 2.5 Let w = e21ri/m. If m is even, the only roots of 1 in Q[w] are 
the m th roots of 1. If m is odd, the only roots of 1 in Q [w] are the 2m th roots 
of 1. 
PROOF: 
Since for m odd, the mth cyclotomic field is the same as the 2mth, we 
will prove this corollary for even m. Suppose 0 is a kth root of 1, but not an 
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nth root of 1 for n less than k. This means that () is a "primitive kth root 
of 1" in Q[w]. We want to show that there exist integers u and v so that 
e21ri/r = wuev where r is the lcm of k and m, w = e27ri/m, and () = e21ri!k. Let d 
be the greatest common divisor of m and k. Then there exist integers u, v so 
that uk + vm = d. Now, wuev = e27ri(uk+vm)/km = e21rid/km = e27rifr, because 
km = dr. Therefore, there do exist integers u and v so that e27rifr = wuev. 
So, since w and () are elements of Q[w], Q[w] contains a "primitive rth root 
of 1" (an rth root, but not an sth root for s less than r), where r is the least 
common multiple of k and m. So Q[w], the mth cyclotomic field, contains 
the rth cyclotomic field. Therefore, ¢( r) is less than or equal to </>( m). Since 
r is a multiple of m, and m is even, this implies that r = m. However, if 
r = m, then m is the least common multiple of k and m, so k divides m, and 
(), a kth root of 1, is also an mth root of 1. Therefore, for even m, any root 
of 1 is an mth root of 1, and for odd m, any root of 1 is a 2mth root of 1. D 
Corollary 2.6 The mth cyclotomic fields, for even m, are distinct and pair-
wise non-isomorphic. 
PROOF: 
Consider even m1, m2, where m1 =f:. m2. The only roots of 1 in Q[wt] are 
the m1th roots, and the only roots of 1 in Q[w2] are the m2th roots. Since 
m 1 =f:. m2, the m1th roots are not equal to the m2th roots, so Q[w1] =f:. Q[w2]. 
Therefore, the mth cyclotomic fields are distinct. 
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Let w1 = e21ri/m1 and w2 = e27ri/m2 , m1 =/; m2, and assume that there exists 
an isomorphism¢> that maps Q[w1) to Q[w2). Since ¢(1) = 1, and since w is a 
root of 1, ¢(1) = ¢>(wiwi) == ¢>(wi)¢>(wi) = 1. So,¢> maps wi to w2. Suppose 
that m1 is less than m2 • Now, 1 == ¢>( 1) == ¢>( w}m 1 ) == ¢>( wi)m 1 • This implies 
that w~m1 == 1, but this is a contradiction, because w2 and its conjugates are 
m2th roots of 1, not m1th roots of one. So, the mth cyclotomic fields for 
even m are non-isomorphic. 0 
3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CY-
CLOTOMIC AND QUADRATIC FIELDS 
EMBEDDINGS IN THE COMPLEX NUMBERS 
Suppose K is a number field of degree n over Q, so K == Q[a], where a 
is the root of an irreducible polynomial of degree n over Q. So, a has n con-
jugates over Q; call them f3i· Each of these conjugates determines a unique 
embedding of K into the complex numbers, so there are n of these embed-
dings. These embeddings are determined by a being mapped to each of the 
fl;'s, so there are exactly n of these embeddings. Since both cyclotomic and 
quadratic extensions are normal, each of these n em beddings corresponds to 
an automorphism of K. For example, consider Q[Jffi). This is a field of de-
gree 2 over Q, and rm, and -rm are conjugates of rm, so the embeddings 
are determined by the automorphisms that map 1) a+ bvrn to a+ bfo, and 
2) a+ bfo to a - bvrn. In the mth cyclotomic field, there are exactly ¢>( m) 
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em beddings in the complexes. They correspond to the ¢( m) automorphisms 
in the Galois group of Q[w) over Q. 
THE NORM MAP 
Definition 3.1 If a-1, a-2, ... , lTn are the n embeddings of K into the com-
plexes, then the .!!QL'lli of a is N(a) = a-1(a)u2(a) ···a-n( a). 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose a has degree d over Q, and there is a field, L, with 
degree n over Q. Let n(a) equal the product of the d conjugates of a over Q. 
Then, NL(a) = (n(a))nfd. 
PROOF: Each embedding of Q[a) into the complexes extends to nf d 
embeddings of L into the complexes, so for each lTd, an embedding of Q[a) 
into the complexes, there exist nfd embeddings of L into the complexes, so 
NL(a) = (n(a))nfd. 0 
Definition 3.2 If K is a number field of degree n over Q, a-1, ... ,a-n are 
then embeddings of K into C, and a1, ... , an form a basis forK, then the 
discriminant, disc(ab ... 'an) = lui( aj )1 2 • 
In this definition, lui(aj)l is the determinant of the matrix where the ijth 
entry in the matrix is ui( aj ). 
Theorem 3.2 If K = Q[a), and a1, ... , an are the conjugates of a over Q, 
then disc{l,a, ... ,an-l) = I11$r<3$n(ar- a,)2 = ±NK((f'(a)), where f is 
the monic irreducible polynomial of a over Q. The + sign holds iff n = 0 or 
1 (mod 4). 
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PROOF: 
lui(ai-1 )I = l(ui(a))i-1 1 = lai-11. This is the determinant of a Vander-
monde matrix, so lai-11 = II1<r<.,<n(a.,- ar)· This means that the discrim-
inant, lui(ai-1)1 2 = lai-112 = IIr<s(a.,- ar)2• Since it is squared, the order 
of the signs are unimportant, and by changing the index, we can write the 
discriminant as ±III$r,s$n,r:f:.,(ar -a.,). This is true because now r and s 
both go from 1 to n, so each difference ai -a; is in this product 2 times, 
once as ai- a;, and once as a;- ai. The sign will depend on the number 
of differences. There are n(n- 1) differences in pairs of ±(ai- a;). If this 
number of differences is divisible by 4, then there are is an even number of 
negative differences, and the product is positive, so consider n( n - 1) = 0 
(mod 4). This is true if n = 0 or 1 (mod 4) and it is not true if n = 2 or 
3 (mod 4). Therefore, the positive sign holds in the product iff n = 0 or 1 
{mod 4). 
Now, we must consider NK{f'(a)). This equals II~= 1 ur{f'(a)) = II~=d'(ur(a)) = 
II~=d'(ar)· For every r, f'(ar) = IIr;~:s(ar- a.,). This is true because we 
can write f(x) as (x- ar)g(x), where g(x) = (x- ai)(x- a2) · · · (x- an), 
where the a/s are roots of/, distinct from ar. So, by differentiating, f'(x) = 
g(x)+(x-ar)g'(x). This means that f'(ar) = g(ar)+(ar-ar)g'(ar) = g(ar)· 
We defined g so that g(ar) = I1r;~:s(ar- a.,). Therefore, ±NK(f'(a)) 
II1$r<s$n( ar - a.,)2. 0 
As an application of Theorem 3.2, we will find an expression for disc(1,w, ... , wP-2 ) 
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for w == e21ri!P, pan odd prime. The monic polynomial for w over Q is f(x) = 
1 + x + x 2 + · · · + xP-1• This polynomial is irreducible because a translate is 
irreducible by Eisenstein's criteria. To find f'(w), write f(x)(x -1) == xP -1 
and differentiate. Then f(x) + f'(x)(x - 1) = pxP-1 so f'(w) = fX'Jp~t:pw) 
Since f(w) is equal to 0, f'(w) = 7;~~~ = w(r:f~ 1 ) = ~ because wP = 1. 
Now, take norms, and N(f'(w)) = N(wfJz~-1r 
N(p) = pn = pP-1. 
By Theorem 3.1, with K = Q[a], nfd = p- 1, so N(w) = (1 * w * w2 * 
... * wP-1 )P-1. Since p is an odd prime, we can write the w's as pairs whose 
products equal1, so N(w) = (h(w*wP-1 )*(w2 *wP-2)*·. ·*(Wz*wv-z))v-1 = 1. 
Since w- 1 and 1 - w differ by a product of -1, and p is odd meaning that 
there are an even number of negative conjugates, their norms will be equal, 
so N(w-1) = N(1-w). N(1-w) = (1-w)(I-w2 ) • • • (1-wP-1). Consider 
the equation tP -1 = (t-1)(t-w)(t -w2 ) • • • (t-wP- 1 ) and divide both sides 
by (t-1). Now, t;:l = tP-1 +tP-2 +· · ·+t+ 1 = (t-w)(t-w2 ) • • • (t-wP- 1). 
If we lett= 1, then (t- w)(t- w2 ) • • • (t- wP-1) = 1 + 1 + · · · + 1 = p. So, 
N(w -1) =p. 
Now, N(f'(w)) = N(wfJf~-l) = v;:; = pP-2. By Theorem 3.2, disc(w) = 
±pP-2 for w = e21fi/p. 
Now we will use this expression for the discriminant of w when w = e21fi/p 
to show that quadratic fields sit inside of cyclotomic fields. We will consider 
the case where m is an odd prime, p. 
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Theorem 3.3 Q[wj contains Q[JP] if p, prime, p = 1 (mod 4) and it con-
tains Q[v'-P] if p = -1 (mod 4). 
PROOF: 
First, if p = 1 (mod 4), then, as we have shown, disc(w) = ±pP-2• The 
discriminant is positive iff p- 1 = 0 or 1 (mod 4), or p = 1 or 2 (mod 4). 
In this case, p = 1 (mod 4), so disc(w) = pP-2• We can write disc(w) as 
IOi(wi)l2 , sop~ = IOi(wi)l. This determinant will be an element of Q[w], so 
Z=! ( 1!::1 ) [ ] 1!::1 p 2 = Vfi p 2 is an element of Q w . Since p 2 is an element of Q, then 
(p~)-1 is an element of Q, and also an element of Q[w]. This implies that 
Vfi is an element of Q[w], so the quadratic field Q[Jj)] is contained in the 
pth cyclotomic field when p = 1 (mod 4). 
Next, we consider the case where p = -1 (mod 4). In this case, disc(w) = 
-pP-2• Following reasoning similar to that in the first case, this implies that 
.j=p(p~) = IOi(wi)l which, again, is an element of Q[w]. This will imply 
that .j=p is an element of Q[w), so the quadratic field Q[v'-PJ is contained 
in the pth cyclotomic field when p = -1 (mod 4). 0 
In general, we will use the notation y'±m to indicate either +m or -m, 
and Q[#ffi to indicate either Q[J+ffi] or Q[yCm]. 
In the case of an even prime, p = 2, we can show easily that Q[J2] is 
contained in the 8th cyclotomic field. Let w = e21ri/B. Then, w = e'lri/4 = 
cos(i) + isin(i)· Also, w7 = e71ri/4 = cos(141r) + isin(141r). Since w + w7 is an 
element of Q[w), f- +if-+ f-- i1- = J2 is an element of Q[w]. Therefore, 
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Q[v'2] is contained in the 8th cyclotomic field. 
We can also show fairly easily that Q[J±ffi] is contained in a cyclo-
tomic field. Write m as the product of primes, P1P2 • · • Pr· So the fields 
Q[wp1], Q[wP2], ... , Q[wPrJ, where wPi = e27ri/Pi are subfields of Q[wm] where 
Wm = e21ri/m. We have shown that V£iii is an element of Q[wPJ, so it is also 
an element of Q[wm] and rrr=l V£iii = y'±m is an element of Q[wm], which 
means that Q[..;±m] is contained in the mth cyclotomic field. 
4 KUMMER'S LEMMA ON UNITS 
In this section, we will prove some statements about units in cyclotomic 
fields, and conclude with a proof of Kummer's Lemma on units in the pth 
cyclotomic field. 
Lemma 4.1 If all roots of a monic polynomial, /, in Q[x] have absolute 
value 1, then the coefficient of X 8 has absolute value less than or equal to (;), 
where n is the degree of/. 
PROOF: 
We will prove this lemma by induction on n, the degree of the monic 
polynomial, f. Let ri be the roots of/, so lril = 1. Therefore 
Consider the case where n = 2. Then f(x) = x2 - 2r1r2x + r1r2. For s = 2, 
the coefficient of x2 is 1, which is less than or equal to (;), which is also 1. 
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For s = 1,1- 2r1r2l = 1- 2llr1llr21 = 2, which is less than or equal to (i), 
which is 2. For s = 0, lr1r21 = 1 which is less than or equal to (~),which is 
1. So for n = 2, the coefficient of X 8 has absolute value less than or equal to 
(~). Now, suppose true for n, and we show true for n + 1. Since it is true 
for n, we have f(x) for n as 
where lasl is less than or equal to (~) for every s between and including 1 
and n. To get f(x) for n+ 1, multiply (x-rn+t) times f(x) for n. This gives 
Collecting powers of x gives: 
Now, consider the absolute value of the coefficient of X 8 , and compare it with 
(n~l). The absolute value of the coefficient of X 8 is las-t - Tn+tasl, which 
is less than or equal to las-d +I - Tn+tasl· This is less than or equal to 
(r~l) + 1- Tn+tllarl, so the absolute value of the coefficient of X 8 is less than 
or equal to (r~l) + (;), which equals ( n~l). Therefore, we have shown by 
induction that the absolute value of the coefficient of X 8 is less than or equal 
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to (:),where n is the degree of a monic polynomial that has absolute value 
of all roots equal to 1. 0 
Lemma 4.2 There exist only finitely many algebraic integers of fixed degree 
n, all of whose conjugates have absolute value 1. 
PROOF: 
Let a be such an algebraic integer. Therefore, a is a root of an irreducible 
monic polynomial of degree n, 
The conjugates of a are also roots of this polynomial. From Lemma 4.1, 
the coefficients on this monic polynomial have absolute value less than or 
equal to (;). Since a monic irreducible polynomial over Q with a as a root 
has integer coefficients, for a fixed n, fix an r and consider the coefficient of 
xr: There are a finite number of integers in that range. This is true for the 
coefficient of each power of x, so combining a finite number of choices for 
each coefficient gives a finite number of possible polynomials, so there is only 
a finite number of algebraic integers of fixed degree n, all of whose conjugates 
.f!have absolute value 1. 0 
Lemma 4.3 a, an algebraic integer of modulus 1 and fixed degree n, all of 
whose conjugates have modulus 1, is a root of one. 
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PROOF: 
Consider the powers of a, and suppose there exist an infinite number of 
distinct powers of a: 
{a, a2 , a 3 , ••• } 
We want to show that any ax has the same properties as a. 
First, any ax is an algebraic integer because it is the product of algebraic 
integers. Next, lax I = lalx. Since lal = 1, lax I = 1 also. Next, ax has degree 
less than or equal ton, and since we have assumed that there are an infinite 
number of distinct powers of a, and there are only a finite number of degrees 
less than n, there are an infinite number of distinct powers of a of one of 
these fixed degrees. Finally, the Galois group maps a to its conjugates, so it 
maps ax to (conjugates of a Y. These are conjugates of ax. Since I conjugate 
of al = 1, then !conjugate of axl = 1. 
Now there is an infinite number of distinct algebraic integers of modulus 
1 and fixed degree with all of their conjugates having modulus 1. This is 
a contradiction of the finiteness of Lemma 4.2. Therefore, there are only 
a finite number of powers of a. So there exists some x0 so that axo = 1. 
Therefore, a is a root of one. D 
We will use this result to establish Kummer's Lemma on units in the pth 
cyclotomic field: 
Lemma 4.4 If u is a unit in Z[w) and u is its complex conjugate, then ufu 
is a power of w. 
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PROOF: 
Let w = e27ri/P, pan odd prime, u a unit in Z[w), u its complex conjugate. 
To show that ufu is a root of 1, we show that: 
a) ufu is an algebraic integer, and that b) the conjugates of uju have 
modulus 1. 
a) ufu is an algebraic integer, 
Recall that since u E Z[w], u is an algebraic integer in Q[w]. Since 
complex conjugation is an element of the Galois group of automorphisms of 
Q[w] over Q, fi is also an element of Z[w]. So, fi is an algebraic integer in 
Q[w]. We can show that fi is invertible in Z[w]. Since u is a unit in Z[w], it 
has an inverse in Z[w], so u*u-1 = 1. Therefore, u * u-1 =I, and fi*u- 1 = 1 
because the Galois group is abelian, so u-1 = fi- 1. Since u is a unit in Z[w], 
u-1 is an element of Z[w]. Again, since complex conjugation is an element 
of the Galois group, u-1 is also an element of Z[w]. Now, u-1 is an element 
of Z[w], so u is invertible in Z[w] and u-1 is an algebraic integer in Q[w]. So 
uju, the product of two algebraic integers, is an algebraic integer. 
b) the conjugates of u/fi have modulus 1. lu/ul = lui/lui = 1. Since 
complex conjugation is an element of the Galois group of Q[w] over Q, and 
since the Galois group is abelian, Uz(ufu) = uz(ufu). Also, 1 = luful 2 = 
(u/f.t) * (uju) = 1. Since applying an automorphism of the Galois group to 
an element in Q fixes the element, lu/ul 2 = uz[(ufu) * (ufu)] = uz(u/u) * 
uz((ufu)) = uz(u/f.t) * uz(uju) = luz(ufu)!2• So luful = luz(ufu)l, and the 
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conjugates of ufu, the ax(ufu), since the Galois group maps an element to 
its conjugates, have modulus 1. So, by Lemma 4.3, ufu is a root of 1. 
By Corollary 2.5, the only roots of 1 in Q[w] are the 2pth roots of 1 = 
{wk : 1 ::::; k ::::; 2p, (k, 2p) = 1 }, or { ±wk : 1 ::::; k ::::; p, (k,p) = 1 }. So 
ufu =±wk. Finally, we suppose ufu = -wk and seek a contradiction. 
(u/fl)P = (-wk)p = (-1)P * (wk)p = -1. So, uP= -(fl)P = -uP. We 
claim that since u is an element of Z[w], uP = a (mod p), where a is an 
integer. Consider any a element of Z [w], a = x + Y1 w + Y2w2 + · · · + Yp-2wP-2, 
where x and Ym's are integers. So, aP = (x + YIW + Y2w2 + · · · + Yp-2wP-2)P. 
Now, aP = xP + (y1w)P + (y2w2)P + · · · + (Yp-2wP-2)P, as follows: consider 
({3 + I)P. This is congruent to {JP + ')'P (mod p), because the coefficients of 
({3 + 1 )P - (fJP + "YP) are all divisible by p. So, ({3 + 1 )P - ({JP + "YP) = pb for 
some b, element of Z[w]. So, ({3 + "Y)P = (3P + IP (mod p). This argument 
generalizes by induction, so aP = xP + (yiw)P + (y2w2)P + · · · + (Yp-2wP-2)P. 
Therefore, aP = xP + (YI)P + (Y2)P + · · · + (Yp-2)P, an integer. Call it a. So, 
uP= a (mod p). 
Now, uP= a (mod p). Consider f3 = 1 (mod p), f3 -')' = pb. If f3 =a+ bi 
and 1 = c + di, (3 - 1 = (a- c) + (b- d)i = p8. By taking the complex 
conjugate, (a- c)- (b- d)i = bp, and (a- bi)- (c- di) = 7J- 'Y = bp, so 
f3 = ;y (mod p). 
Since a is an integer, a= a, and uP= a (mod p). Now, a= uP= -uP= 
-a, so a= -a (mod p). Therefore, 2a = 0 (mod p), and 2uP = 0 (mod p). 
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Since (p, 2) = 1, uP= 0 (mod p), and N( uP)= N(O). This is a contradiction 
because u is a unit, so N(uP) = 1, but N(O) = 0 and 1 ¢ 0. Therefore, 
u/fi = +wk, and u/fi is a power of w. 0 
5 QUADRATIC RECIPROCITY 
Many of the results in this section on Quadratic Reciprocity will be stated 
without proof. We will begin this section, however, by exploring what hap-
pens to primes in a cyclotomic extension of Q. For example, if w = e27ri/P, p 
a prime in Z, then p = (1-w)(1-w2 ) • • • (1-wP-1) and< p >=< 1-w >< 
1- w2 > . · · < 1- wv-I >,where< x > is the ideal generated by x. Since 
we can factor (1 - wi) as (1 - w)(1 + w +···+wi-t), 1 - wi is an element 
of< 1- w >, and < 1 - wi > is contained in < 1- w >. Also, since we 
can write (1- w) as (1- wi)(1 + w + · · · + wp-i+l), 1- w is an element of 
< 1 - wi >, and < 1 - w > is contained in < 1 - wi >. Therefore, < 1 - w > 
= < 1- wi >, so < p >=< 1 - w >P-1• This means that p splits into p- 1 
copies of 1- win the extension Z[w]. 
A prime ideal in a number ring contained in a base field is the product of 
prime ideals in an extension number ring. This factorization is the "splitting" 
of the prime, and the factor ideals are the ideals "lying over" the prime. We 
can write this factorization as Qi1 Q22 • • • Q~r, where the Q's are the prime 
ideals in the number ring in the extension field. 
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Definition 5.1 The power ei of the ideal Qi lying over the prime p is its 
ramification index. 
So, in the example above, where p split into copies of 1 - w, the ramifi-
cation index, e, was equal to p - 1. 
Let P be the prime ideal generated by p in the number ring, R, of the 
field K and let Qi be a prime ideal in S, the number ring over R in L, an 
extension field of K, and Qi lies over P. 
Definition 5.2 The inertial degree, f, is the degree of the extension S / Q 
over RfP. 
We do not include the proof that S / Q and R/ P are fields. 
Consider the inertial degree where P is the ideal generated by 2, R = Z, 
Q is the ideal generated by 1- i, and S = Z[i]. 2S is the set of elements of 
Z(i] with even coefficients, so IS/2SI = 4, because the elements of S /28 are 
0 + 2S, 1 + 2S, i + 2S, and (1 + i) + 2S. Since (1- i)2 = -(2 + 2i), < 1- i > 
contains 2S. This implies that IS/ < 1- i > I is less than 4 and divides 4, 
so IS/ < 1 - i > I = 2. This is IS/QI. Also, IR/ PI = IZ/2ZI = 2, so /, the 
inertial degree is 1. 
Theorem 5.1 If n is the degree of the extension L over K, and Q~, ... , Qr 
are the primes lying over p, then n = :Ei=1 edi 
It is important to note that cyclotomic extensions are normal, and in a 
normal extension, e1 = e2 = · · · = er and it= h = · · · = fr, son= ref. 
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The following theorem explains how primes split in quadratic extensions. 
Theorem 5.2 Let v be a prime in Z, and let R = algebraic integers in 
Q[fo], where m is squarefree. 
If v divides m, then vR = (v, rm'J2, so v is ramified and e = 2. 
If m is odd, then 
2R = (2, 1 + JTii)2 if, m = 3 {mod 4), so e = 2, and 
2R = (2, I+F)(2, l-r), if m = 1 {mods), so r = 2, and 
2R =prime, if m = 5 (mod 8}, so f = 2. 
If v is odd, and v does not divide m, then 
vR = (v,n + JTii)(v,n- JTii), ifm = n2 {mod v), so r = 2, and 
vR =prime, if m is not a square (mod v }, so f = 2. 
Definition 5.3 A prime splits completely in an extension field F of K iff p 
splits into [F : K} distinct primes. 
In this case, e = 1, f = 1, and r = n = [F : K). If p splits completely in 
F, an extension of K, then it splits completely in every sub-extension. 
Definition 5.4 If p is an odd prime in Z, n is an element of Z, and p does 
not divide n, then the Legendre symbol, (i) = 1 if n is a square {mod p), 
and -1 otherwise. 
For example, if p = 3, and n = 10, ( 13°) = 1, because 10 = 1 (mod 3), 
which is 12 , so 10 is a square (mod 3). However, if p = 3 and n = 11, ct.!) 
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= -1, because 11 = 2 (mod 3), which is not a square (mod 3), so 11 is not a 
square (mod 3). 
Definition 5.5 For p an odd prime, w e2tri/v, Fd is the is the unique 
subfield of Q[w] having degree d over Q. 
Fd is unique because it corresponds to an unique automorphism of the 
cyclic Galois group. 
Theorem 5.3 If p is an odd prime, q is any prime distinct from p, and d is 
a divisor of p- 1, then q is a dth power (mod p) iff q splits completely in Fd. 
We will consider this theorem in the specific case where d = 2. 
Corollary 5.1 THE QUADRATIC RECIPROCITY LAW 
Again, let p be an odd prime, q be any prime distinct from p. 
(~) = 1, if p = 1 or -1 (mod 8}, and 
c;) = -1, if p = 3 or -3 {mod 8}. 
For odd primes, q =I p, 
(i) =(E), if p or q = 1 {mod 4), and p q 
(!) = -(~), if both p and q = 3 {mod 4). 
PROOF: 
First, we consider the case where q is even. Therefore, q = 2. ( !l.) = 1 iff p 
q splits completely if F2 , because by the previous theorem, q is a square mod 
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p iff q splits completely in F2 • So, what is F2? Q[w] contains Q[V:EPJ, +p 
iff p = 1 (mod 4). Since this is the unique subfield of Q[w] that is a degree 
2 extension over Q, this is F2 • Now we must consider how primes split in 
quadratic extensions. We want to consider how 2 splits in F2• F2 is Q[.J:EP], 
+p iff p = 1 (mod 4), so we must consider two cases, one for p and one for 
-p. Using Theorem 5.2, we will let q = v = 2, and p = m if p = 1 (mod 4), 
and -p = m ifp = 3 (mod 4). 
q = 2 splits completely in F2 when r = 2, e = 1, f = 1. Since pis an odd 
prime, m is odd, and Theorem 5.2 implies that m = 1 (mod 8) for r = 2. 
When p = 1 (mod 4), then m = p, andp = 1 (mod 8). When p =/= 1 (mod 4), 
then m = -p, and p = -1 (mod 8). So, when p = 1 or -1 (mod 8), q = 2 
splits completely in F2 and (!) = 1. 
Since pis odd, it can be congruent to 1, 3, 5, or 7 (mod 8). Therefore, 
when p = 3 or -3 (mod 8), q = 2 does not split completely in F2 , so (-2.) =/;1. p 
This implies that ( !l) = -1. p 
Next, we consider the case where q is odd, and since p is prime, q does 
not divide p, so we can return to Theorem 5.2 with q = v,p = m. Now when 
m = n2 (mod v), r = 2, so (!) = 1. If p = 1 (mod 4), m = p, and p is a 
square mod q, so(!)= 1. Therefore if p = 1 (mod 4), (!) = (!)· 
If p = 3 (mod 4), and m = -p, so -p = n2 (mod q) and (::!!) = 1. q 
Therefore, (~1 )(~) = 1, because for integers a and b not divisible by q, 
(!!)(k) =cab). q q q 
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We can see that this is true by defining a homomorphism ¢ from z; to 
z; that maps X to x 2• This is a homomorphism because ¢( xy) = ( xy? = 
x 2 y2 = ¢(x)¢(y). The kernel of ¢ is the set of x's so that x 2 = 1. The 
elements of the kernel are 1 and -1. By the Fundamental Homomorphism 
Theorem, z;fker(¢) is isomorphic to the set of squares in z;. So, since the 
size of z;fker(¢) is r;1 , there are r;1 squares in z;. Now, consider the four 
possible cases for a and b. If a and b are both squares (mod q), then ab 
will be a square (mod q), so(!),(!), and (~b) all equal1, and it is true that 
1 * 1 = 1. If a is a square (mod q) and b is not a square (mod q), then ab is not 
a square (mod q); we can prove this by contradiction. If a and ab are squares 
(mod q), then we can write a as x 2 and ab as (xy)2. This implies that we 
can write bas y2 , which sets up the contradiction, so ab is not a square (mod 
q), and 1 * -1 = -1. If b is a square (mod q), and a is not, the argument 
will be the same. However, when both a and bare not squares (mod q), ab 
must be a square (mod q). We will show this by a counting argument. There 
are (p- 1)2 ways to choose a and bin z;, and ab will be a square for (p-;l? 
of these choices, because we have shown that half of the elements in z; are 
squares. We have divided this problem into four cases that cover all of the 
possible combinations of choices for a and b. Each of these cases contains 
(p~l)2 of the ways to choose a and b. We have already found the two cases 
for which ab is not a square; so for the final case, the ab's must be squares. 
Therefore, in this case, -1*-1 = 1. We have now shown that(-~)(~)= (ab). q q q 
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Recall that (~1 )(~) = 1. First we will consider the case where q = 1 (mod 4). 
This implies that there exists an integer b so that q = 1 + 4b. Therefore, the 
order of z; is 1 + 4b- 1, or 4b. So for a generator, a, of z;, a4b = 1. Also 
( -1)2 = 1, so ( -1)2 = a4b, and -1 = a2b, so when q = 1 (mod 4), -1 is a 
square (mod q), and ( - 1) = 1. So, ( 2) = ( !l). q q p 
Finally, for the case where q = 3 (mod 4), then there exists an integer b 
so that q = 3 + 4b, so the order of z; is 2 + 4b. So, for a, a generator of z;, 
a2+4b = 1. Now, -1 = a1+2b, and -1 is not a square (mod q), so (-1 ) = -1. q 
This means that (::;f)= -1, so for p and q = 3 (mod 4), (;) = -(~). D 
6 DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS 
A diophantine equation is an equation in at least two variables to be solved 
for integer solutions. We began by looking at one example of a diophantine 
equation, the equation xn + yn = zn in Fermat's Last Theorem. We will 
conclude by looking at another special type of diophantine equation, bxm + 
ay2 = k. As in Fermat's Last Theorem, we will show that specific cases of 
this equation have no solutions in the non-trivial integers. 
Theorem 6.1 The diophantine equation x3 - y2 = 24 has no integer solu-
tions. 
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PROOF: 
Assume that there are integer solutions, x andy. 
First, we will consider the case where x is odd, and therefore, y must also 
be odd. Since 24 = 23 + 42, we can write x3 - y2 = 24 as x3 - 23 = y2 + 42• 
Since y is odd, we can show that every prime p dividing y2 + 16 must be 
congruent to 1 {mod 4). p must be an odd prime, because y2 + 16 is odd, so 
p = 1 or 3 (mod 4). If p = 3 (mod 4), y ¢ 0 (mod p). If y = 0 (mod p), · 
then p would divide 16; this is a contradiction. So, since y ¢ 0 (mod p), and 
since z; is a group under multiplication, and therefore has inverses, there 
exists an integer, z, so that zy = 1 (mod p). Also, since p divides y2 + 16, 
z2(y2 + 16) = 0 (mod p). So, 0 = (xy)2 + 16x2 = 1 + 16x2 • This implies that 
-1 = (4x)2 (mod p), so -1 is a square (mod p). This implies that p = 1 (mod 
4), from part of the proof of the Quadratic Reciprocity Law. So, p ¢ 3 mod 
4, and therefore, every prime that divides y2 + 16, and that therefore divides 
x3 - 23, must be congruent to 1 (mod 4). 
Now we will consider x3 - 23• This factors into (x- 2)(x2 + 2x + 4). 
Since x is odd , and the squares of odd integers are congruent to 1 (mod 
4), x2 + 2x + 4 = 1 + 2x (mod 4), which, substituting 1 and 3 in for x, is 
congruent to -1 (mod 4). Now, x2 + 2x + 4 is the product of odd primes. If 
any of the primes were even, x2 + 2x + 4 would be even, and we would have 
a contradiction. If all of the primes dividing x2 + 2x + 4 were congruent to 1 
(mod 4), then x2 + 2x + 4 would be congruent to 1 (mod 4), and we would 
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have a contradiction. So there is a prime dividing x2 + 2x + 4, and therefore 
also dividing x3 - 23 , that is congruent to -1 (mod 4). But, we have already 
shown that all primes dividing x3 - 23 must be congruent to 1 (mod 4), so 
this is a contradiction, and there are no integers solutions for the diophantine 
equation x 3 - y2 = 24 when x and y are odd. 
Next, we will consider the case when x is even, and therefore y is even. 
First, let x ...:.. 2x and y = 2y. So x3 - y2 = 24 implies that 8x3 - 4y2 = 24 
and then 2.X3 - y2 = 6. This means that fj must be even, so let fj = 2y1. 
Then, 2x3 - 4yr = 6, and x3 - 2yr = 3. This implies that x must be odd. 
Now write 3 as (-1)3 + 22 • So x3 + 1 = 2yr + 22• 
If p is an odd prime dividing x3 + 1 then 2yr + 22 = 0 (mod p). If p 
divided y11 then p would have to divide 22; this is impossible because pis an 
odd prime. So, p does not divide y1• Therefore, 2yr = -(2)2 (mod p), and 
Yf = -2 (mod p), so -2 is a square mod p and (-;n = 1. We have seen that 
c-;}) = C-;,1 )(~), so for (~2 ) = 1, (~1 ) and(~) either both equal1 or both 
equal -1. From the Quadratic Reciprocity Law and some statements that 
were proven in the proof of the Quadratic Reciprocity Law, (£) = 1 if p = 1 p 
or -1 (mod 8), and ( - 1 ) = 1 if p = 1 (mod 4), which is 1 or 5 (mod 8). So, p 
p = 1 (mod 8). Also,(~)= -1 if p = 3 or -3 (mod 8), and (-;1 ) = -1 if p = 
3 (mod 4), which is 3 or 7 (mod 8). Sop= 3 (mod 8). Therefore, since -2 is 
a square mod p, p = 1 or 3 (mod 8). So, any odd prime dividing x3 + 1 is 
congruent to 1 or 3 (mod 8). 
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Now we will consider x3 + 1. Since any odd number cubed is itself mod 
8, x = x3 (mod 8), and we can write x3 - 2yr = 3 as x- 2yr = 3. Since xis 
odd, we will consider x congruent to 1, 3, 5, and 7 (mod 8) in this equation. 
For x = 1, we get 1- 2yr = 3 (mod 8), and -2yr = 2 (mod 8), which 
implies that there is ann so that -2yr = 2+8n and then -yr = 1 +4n. This 
means that -yr = 1 (mod 4), and that Yf = -1 (mod 4). However, the only 
squares mod 4 are 0 and 1, so this is a contradiction, and x is not congruent 
to 1 (mod 8). 
For x = 7 (mod 8), 7-2yf = 3 (mod 8), and -2yr = 4 (mod 8). Therefore, 
there is ann so that -2yf = 4 + 8n, and -yr = 2 + 4n. So, -yr and Yf = 2 
(mod 4). However, since 2 is not a square mod 4, this is a contradiction, so 
x is not congruent to 7 (mod 8). 
This implies that x = 3 or -3 (mod 8). We can factor x3 +1 as (x+1)(x2 -
x + 1). Considering x2 - x + 1 mod 8 with x = 3 or -3, gives x2 - x + 1 = 
5 or 7 (mod 8). However, for this to be true, x2 - x + 1 must have at least 
one odd prime factor congruent to 5 or 7 (mod 8), because if all of the odd 
prime factors were congruent to 1 or 3 (mod 8), then their product would 
also be congruent to 1 or 3 (mod 8). This is a contradiction, because we have 
shown that all odd primes dividing x3 + 1 are congruent to 1 or 3 (mod 8). 
So there are no integer solutions to the diophantine equation x3 - y2 = 24 
when x and y are even. D 
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Theorem 6.2 The diophantine equation xP- y2 = 3 has no integer solutions 
for any prime p congruent to 3 (mod 4). 
PROOF: 
Assume that there are integer solutions, x andy. 
First, we will consider the case where x is odd, and therefore y is even. 
Let y = 2fj. So, xP- 4i? = 3, and xP = 3 (mod 4). We can see that since 
x is 1 or 3 (mod 4) and p is 3 (mod 4), xP = 3 (mod 4) implies that x = 
3 (mod 4). Now, we will consider xP + 1 = y2 + 4, and let q be any odd 
prime dividing xP + 1. Therefore, y2 + 4 = 0 (mod q) and y2 = -4 (mod 
q), so -4 is a square mod q and (~4 ) = 1. We have seen in the proof of the 
Quadratic Reciprocity Law, that (1) = ( -1 )( - 4 ), and we can also see that q q q 
(:) = 1 because if q = 3, 4 = 12 , and if q is greater than 3, 4 = 22. Since(:) 
and ( =1) both equal 1, this implies that ( - 1 ) = 1. We also know from the q q 
proof of the Quadratic Reciprocity Law that if (~1 ) = 1, then q = 1 (mod 
4), so any odd prime dividing xP + 1 is congruent to 1 (mod 4). 
Now we will factor xP + 1 as (x + 1)(xP-1 - xP-2 + xP-3 - • • • + 1). Since 
x = 3 (mod 4), xP-1 - xP-2 + xP-3 - • • • + 1 = -2(P;1 ) + 1 (mod 4). This 
is true because the powers of x can be divided into pairs with a +xr and a 
-xr-1 where r is even. There are P;1 of these pairs, and the sum of each 
pair is -2, because x = 3 (mod 4) to an even power is congruent to 1 (mod 
4), and x = 3 (mod 4) to an odd power is congruent to 3 (mod 4). So, we 
can simplify and see that xP-1 - xP-2 + xP-3 - • • • + 1 = -p + 2 (mod 4), 
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which is 3 (mod 4) since p = 3 (mod 4). This implies that there exists a 
prime dividing xP + 1 that is congruent to 3 (mod 4), because if all primes 
dividing xP-1 - xP-2 + xP-3 - · · • + 1 were congruent to 1 (mod 4), then 
xP-1 - xP-2 + xP-3 - • · · + 1 would be congruent to 1 (mod 4). So there 
is a prime dividing xP + 1 that is congruent to 3 (mod 4), but this is a 
contradiction, because we have already shown that all odd primes dividing 
xP + 1 are congruent to 1 (mod 4). So there are no integer solutions to the 
diophantine equation xP- y2 = 3 with p = 3 (mod 4) when xis odd andy 
is even. 
Finally, we will consider the case where x is even, and therefore y is odd. 
Let x = 2i. Since pis at least 3, xP = 2PxP = 0 (mod 8). So, -y2 = 3 
(mod 8), and y2 = 5 (mod 8). This is a contradiction because 5 is not a 
square (mod 8). Therefore, there are no integer solutions for the diophantine 
equation xP - y2 = 3 when x is even and y is odd. D 
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